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ABSTRACT

Since the release of the Oculus Rift CV1 in 2016, millions
of VR headsets have found their way into consumer homes.
In this paper, we sought to understand what shifts have taken
place within the two years since consumer VR became available. In this paper, we consider what can be learned about
long-term use of consumer VR through an analysis of discussions in online forums devoted to VR. We gathered posts
made on the /r/Vive subreddit from the first two years after the
HTC Vive’s release. We present the results from an in-depth
qualitative analysis concerning immersion, presence, and simulator sickness. Over time, as users moved from passive to
active, their attitudes and expectations towards immersion and
simulator sickness matured. Major trends of interest found
were game design implementation and locomotion techniques.
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Social
content sharing; •Software and its engineering → Interactive games;
Author Keywords

when film makers had to develop the ‘vocabulary’ of the pan,
the cut, and the zoom, which we now view as commonplace.
In this paper, we sought to understand what shifts took place
within the initial two years that consumer VR became available.
To get an understanding of the broad trends in how people
think about and use consumer VR, we turned to an analysis
of discussions in online forums devoted to VR. This data
represents a valuable opportunity to understand broad trends
about actual usage in real settings, as opposed to the focused
and controlled insights that can be gained in the laboratory.
We chose to focus on two major topics of interest: presence
(sometimes referred to as immersion) and simulator sickness.
Presence is arguably one of the driving factors behind the
use of VR for entertainment; the feeling of presence is the
feeling of ‘being’ somewhere else in VR [22]. In contrast,
simulator sickness is one of the major concerns that interferes
with enjoyment of VR games, and limits what techniques
can be employed when designing VR games [6, 19]. As
such, we want to understand how users’ beliefs, observations,
and interests in these topics have evolved as users gained
experience with them while playing VR games.
We gathered posts made on the /r/Vive subreddit, a community
hosted on www.reddit.com that is focused on the HTC Vive
HMD(Head Mounted Display). We chose to focus on this
subreddit over others that are focused on competing headsets
or general virtual reality, as /r/Vive was one of the more active
communities in early 2016. The HTC Vive had also enabled
the most compelling experience upon release due to the inclusion of motion controllers and a larger tracking volume. We
gathered posts during the first two years after the HTC Vive’s
release, from April 2016 to April 2018. We sampled these
posts at a 3 month interval for keywords related to our topics
of interest. This data was then analyzed to extract themes in
each month, which were then further analyzed to understand
how these themes have evolved over time.

Virtual Reality; VR Games; Immersion; Presence; Motion
Sickness; Reddit;
INTRODUCTION

Since the release of the Oculus Rift CV1 in early 2016, virtual
reality (VR) has rapidly transformed from a technology that
was largely confined to the laboratory into a technology that is
widely available in people’s homes. Assuming VR continues
its current growth and becomes entrenched within consumer
society, we are currently at the beginning of a transitional
period where users and developers are learning how to use this
new technology. This period could be compared with the early
era of smartphones, where users and companies tested and
discarded many features (e.g. physical keyboards have largely
disappeared from most cellphones, but were common in the
early years of Android phones), or with the early era of film,

LITERATURE REVIEW
Longitudinal Studies and Virtual Reality

The goals of longitudinal research are to understand the “development of interacting processes over time” [10]. Aside
from simulator sickness topics, little longitudinal research has
been conducted in VR. Concerning this, our approach has
been informed by published work in other related fields, in
both descriptive and analytic terms [3, 7, 13, 9]. A number of
longitudinal research studies have been conducted exploring
consumer engagement with other forms of media, including
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video games [8, 2, 15, 1, 26, 4, 23], television [27, 12], smartphones [14, 11], and touchscreens [17]. Of these studies,
research investigating engagement with video games is most
relevant to consumer engagement with VR because of the similarities in content and their similar interactive nature. Several
of these studies have evaluated natural behavior in online virtual worlds, such as Second Life [25] and World of Warcraft
[20], and have examined a range of questions.
Online Forums

People often use online forums as a way to get answers to
questions, tell stories, get access to expertise, offer their experiences, as well as read about the experiences of others [18].
Additionally, people have often sought advice from others
using online discussion boards [24, 16]. Concerning the most
visited sites on the web, Reddit is currently ranked as #6 in the
United States, and #21 globally to date1 . The site describes
itself as a “home to thousands of communities, endless conversation, and authentic human connection” where there are
currently over 330 million active users, over 138 thousand
active communities, and 14 billion monthly screenviews2 . On
Reddit, users can submit textual content directly as submissions, allowing for others to comment, as well as create their
own subcommunities named “subreddits.” These subreddits
are independent, dedicated to a specific topic, and moderated
by other volunteer ‘Redditors’ - a neologism combining ‘Reddit’ and ‘editor’. Within these subreddits, users generally stay
within their own community [5], and are often vetted by bots,
moderators, and other redditors when posting content or answers in their respective forums. This signifies a generally
cohesive and trustworthy base of information that can be gathered from these users. Currently, some longitudinal research
concerning Reddit posts has been done, though only relating
to Reddit data as a whole, not focusing on any one particular
subreddit [21].
METHODS

For this research, we collected all posts made on the /r/Vive
subreddit (subreddits are focused communities hosted on Reddit, a major user-driven website) for a two year period, starting
on April 5th, 2016 (the day the HTC Vive was released). Conversations on reddit are structured around posts and comments,
where a post is made by a user to start a conversation and comments are made within a post, either addressed to the original
post or to a comment made by another user. This results in a
more complex discussion structure than is common of most
online forums. 121,550 posts and 2,183,924 comments were
made on /r/Vive during the sampled period.
As our interest was how users’ discussions about their experiences with the HTC Vive evolved over time, we chose to
sample posts at a three month interval, where posts were sampled in month 0 (April 5th 2016 to May 4th 2016), month 3,
month 6, month 9, month 12, month 15, month 18, month
21, and month 24 (April 5th 2018 to May 4th 2018). Posts
were collected for each month using the reddit API, via the
portal hosted at www.redditsearch.io; the total number of posts
1 https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com
2 https://www.redditinc.com/
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returned for each search term are shown in Figure 1. The
searches for each date range were performed manually by one
of the authors. We chose to focus at the post level, rather than
the comment level. Thus, our search only returned results
where the initial post contained the search term. All comments
made to that post that were also relevant to the search term
were also included in our analysis. If fewer than 40 posts
were returned for the search period, each post and all of their
comments were read. If more than 40 posts were returned for
the search period, a sample of 40 posts were selected. This
selection process was performed by one of the authors, with
preference given to posts that appeared to discuss topics different from posts already selected for that month. We also
attempted to select posts made during the entire time period,
rather than only from a single portion of the time period.
We performed three keyword searches, one for ‘immersion,’
one for ‘presence,’ and one for ‘motion sickness’. These search
terms were selected after an initial exploratory search of terms
related to presence and simulator sickness, our topics of interest in this paper. These three keywords were observed to be
widely used by the community when discussing these topics
of interest, stretching back to the time when the Vive was
released. This observation is supported by Figure 1, which
shows that these keywords remained in fairly constant use,
proportional to the total number of posts made in each period
analyzed. While the topics of presence and simulator sickness
are both very distinct phenomenon, they are also essential to
user experience in VR games. Presence being one of many
major factors that drive player interest in VR games, and sickness being a major deterrent. As such, we chose to investigate
how user discussions of each of these factors have evolved
over time together.
Each search was conducted sequentially, beginning with ‘motion sickness,’ then ‘immersion,’ and finally ‘presence’. Although initially we performed separate searches for ‘immersion’ and ‘presence,’ the results from the two were later
merged due to their strong similarity. To analyze the data,
all posts were read for a given month, and then re-read to extract relevant quotes or notes. Once each month was processed,
we then categorized the collected data into various themes at
the month level. Finally, major themes were extracted across
all months. As previously mentioned, upon completion of both
the ‘immersion’ and ‘presence’ analyses, we concluded that
the themes identified for ‘presence’ mapped almost entirely
onto the themes identified for ‘immersion’. As there were few
differences between people’s use of the terms, we felt that
it would simplify discussion to collapse similar topics found
in both presence and immersion into one. If a topic was not
mirrored for both keywords, then it was retained as a separate
topic in the new ‘presence/immersion’ category.
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Presence and Immersion

We identified 3 subtopics within the ‘immersion/presence’
keyword searches: Immersion Amplification focused on the
hardware and design factors many users believed help amplify
their feelings of immersion; Immersion Impediment focused
on the opposite, hardware and design factors that impeded
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Figure 1. The plot shows total posts returned for each search term, by month. It also reports the total number of posts made in each month (in hundreds).
While the number of posts containing our keywords decline over time, it can be seen that this decline is representative of a decrease in the number of
total posts, not decreased interest in these topics.

feelings of immersion; and Locomotion’s Effect on Immersion
focused on various locomotion techniques and their impact on
users’ feelings of immersion.
Immersion Amplification Discussion

During the two year period we examined, users discussed several factors that enhanced their feelings of immersion. From
these factors, 4 sub themes were extracted regarding this sentiment: Hardware Sets the Stage for Immersion focused on the
impact the Vive’s natural affordances had on user immersion;
Modifying Hardware and Software to Improve Immersion then
expanded on how outside hardware and software had amplifying effects on immersion as well; Good Game Design is
Essential for Immersion highlighted the various aspects users
enjoyed seeing in their games; and, Social Aspects add to
Immersion, where users focused on how social aspects come
into play when experiencing immersion in games.
Hardware Sets the Stage for Immersion: In the first month
after release, discussion of immersion was scattered and often
focused on the raw experiences of immersion, rather than what
helped reinforce it. By month 3, users were:
“convinced that roomscale + tracked controllers were
half the experience of VR, not just a nice addition, and
that without these things, they don’t even want to call it
VR”
While often praising the Vive on it’s “vertical FOV, motion controls,” “fantastic tracking, room scale and 90Hz refresh rate,”
throughout the months, users slowly focused their thoughts
more on specific items they believed amplify their immersive experiences beyond the hardware, still agreeing that even
though “the initial novelty of VR had worn off, the immersion
hadn’t.” By month 6, conversations highlighting the hardware
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began to fade and more game-centered discussions began to
rise, where users who would sometimes blame the hardware
were often met with comments such as “you are overthinking
it. Let go and stop focusing on the headset. Focus on the
game.” From here on much of the discussion regarding this
faded as focus shifted from the hardware of VR instead to its
applications.
Modifying Hardware and Software to Improve Immersion: In
month 3, users highlighted how the use of peripheral hardware
“made a world of a difference.” Many users mentioned how
when using gaming wheels “the force feedback felt amazing,
and coupled with a VR headset it’s incredibly immersive.”
This sentiment continued into month 9 where users began to
seek more outside manipulation, noting that “other elements
like touch and smell can also be manipulated to enhance immersion” and how they would “like some [software] mods
to help out with immersion and stuff.” Users began to ask
questions like "why does this game have no haptics?” and
demanded “more and better vibrations” in their applications.
By month 15, debates had broken out concerning how different interactive controls influenced immersion, where some
users believed that having a “HOTAS [controller] was very
helpful...as it’s one of the most immersive VR experiences
currently possible,” while others said that a “steam controller
could be just as immersive as any hotas.” But during this same
month, users had also now become acclimated to the Vive’s
affordances and grew anxious for new immersion amplifying
tools. Refusing to wait for companies to decide on what tools
would be best for them to feel more directly engaged, many
decided they “would like to try and build [their own].” Peripheral developers were falling behind on the wants of gamers
who felt that when playing their games, “[holding] the rifle
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vs imagining it makes all the difference” as it “would significantly increase the immersion and improve [their] vr feeling.”
In month 21, the release of the TPCast “tetherless VR” system made “everything feel so much more immersive.” But
after many discussions concerning its pricing and unreliability,
many users sought to find their own way and “mounted [their
cables] to the wall instead” creating a “pulley system [to] satisfy” their immersive needs. In the following months, users
continued in this modifying role by swapping the lens in the
HTC Vive with others they found made their experiences “SO
MUCH better...focused and vibrant, [taking] the immersion
factor through the roof.” Many were astonished and “could
not believe that any ‘user hack’ could be better than a manufactured/tested product.” This lead more users to continue
to tinker and modify their hardware even more. Many users
had now swapped out the padding in their Vive headsets with
slimmer ones, as it had become commonly known to “increase
your FOV dramatically.” This sentiment had also carried over
into software as well, where many agreed that incorporating
“weather, texture, lighting, mesh, and audio mods took [their]
immersion to visceral levels.”
Good Game Design is Essential for Immersion:
“Good gameplay causes better immersion, bad gameplay
hurts immersion; not the other way around”
This comment captures how users’ often felt about the impact
good game design has on enhancing feelings of immersion.
Starting at month 6, users highlighted how they “don’t think
graphics actually affects the feeling of [immersion] as much
as gameplay, scripting, and design do.” In month 12, users
agreed that “audio got less props than it should,” and that “both
sound fx and music made a huge difference in how a game
‘feels’ to play” as “it’s often the sound more than the visuals
that triggers a response from players.” Level design was also
an important mark of discussion, where one user highlighted
one design that was so “spooky and atmospheric..that it made
me feel like I was in another world with a real person.” As
time progressed, the role of interaction became prominent:
“it’s not just the style of graphics, but the interaction...being able to do things that you both expect and
surprise you”
Users often gave examples of specific forms of interaction
that enhanced their immersion, frequently with reference to
holding objects (e.g. “physically equipping your pickaxe”) or
saying that “using your hands makes immersion in the game so
much more real.” This sentiment only grew with the arrival of
the Vive trackers which allowed users to “finally achieve full
body movements.” By the last month of our search, most users
had by then become familiarized with immersion and utilized
it as a metric to review games, (e.g. “Skyrim is awesome the
world is great... but the immersion is OFF by A LOT,” or how
“swinging at the vein of ore to extract it...is such a fun, lovely
little detail for immersion”).
Social Aspects add to Immersion: From the early months users
wanted social experiences involving other people, saying that
“it always adds a level of immersion when there are other humans walking about the virtual environment” and that “seeing
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another player in there with you just adds SO much immersion
and joy.” Users were also concerned that the lack of many nonplayer characters (NPCs) in games was “something we don’t
get enough of in VR” because they “LOVE seeing the characters come in and talk to [them], it felt so... real....” By month
6, users had actively experienced more social interactions in
games and felt that “multiplayer gave [them] immersion, because [they] focus so much on being social that [they] lose
that focus of it all being fake.” This sentiment had grown
by month 9 and users noted how their feelings of immersion
were amplified when these social aspects were integrated well
into the environment around them. For example, one user
recounted how:
“One of the moments that hit me the hardest was when
I entered a space port and entered my assign docking
bay and looked up to see another player in a much more
massive ship cruise over head and begin his own docking
sequence. There is just something about the experience in
VR, of being in a world of that scale while encountering
another player who is in your same world and carrying
out his own business”
By month 15, more games had successfully incorporated many
of these ideals and users discussion shifted focus back to
NPCs, where many still agreed that “having NPCs walking
around...adds to the immersion by giving it a social feel.” From
here discussion fades concerning social topics until month 24,
where many users by then had praised developers for finally
taking NPCs “so far beyond what one can get playing the
flat version” and how “[they] actually feel like [they’re] being
talked to, like really being talked to instead of just an NPC
reading a script.”
Immersion Impediment Discussion

Although users were able to find all the things they enjoyed
about immersive VR, their experiences were also impacted
negatively due to mirrored concerns. These concerns were
condensed into 3 major sub themes: Users are not Entirely
Satisfied with the Hardware focused on how users still have
some issues regarding the Vive’s shortcomings; while Improper Game Design and Affordance Implementation Hurts
Immersion highlighted sentiment on gaming aspects that often
held users back from achieving a fully immersive experience;
but in Users Can Hurt their own Immersion we also found
that the user themselves often assisted in their own immersive
impedance.
Users are not Entirely Satisfied with the Hardware: Upon
release, users complained about the many hardware issues
they were experiencing, such as missing frames, flickering,
and dead pixels. This lead to some backlash on the Vive and
many follow-up discussions concerning return policies. Users
also complained about how they felt when “the cable tension
snapped your head back, as this is INCREDIBLY frustrating
and sucks your immersion right out.” By month 6, most users
had begun analyzing the hardware, highlighting how the Vive’s
“Godrays are annoying” and as a result many “didn’t feel a lot
of immersion in the Vive because of the Fresnel lens artifacts.”
But discussion regarding these sentiments quickly faded as
users began to “only notice it if [they] looked at it” and that
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eventually while “in games [they] were so involved with other
stuff that [they] didn’t think about it.” No major discussions
regarding these issues persisted after month 6, although small
isolated comments would sporadically arise in the months to
come.

issues in the early months, where users realized their “headset
wasn’t perfectly adjusted,” or their IPD was not taken into
consideration because upon arrival, their Vive “had the lenses
adjusted to half way” and they had not taken the proper steps
to customize them. But for most, their issues could be solved
simply by going “through room-setup again, [where] the immersion kicked in almost immediately” for them afterwards.
These postings lasted until month 6 when we noted a drastic reduction of discussion regarding these issues. By month
9, these ‘self-made error’ discussions had transformed into
advice columns where budding new users were brought up
to speed on much of the knowledge previously discussed in
the earlier month postings (e.g. how “setting [your Vive] up
properly is crucial” and “re-centering the tracking is the cure”
to most disruptions users experience with immersion).

Improper Game Design and Affordance Implementation Hurts
Immersion: Early month discussion regarding this impact
occurred because users noted that many “games’ physics were
terrible,” and that although many users were:
“able to accept a cartoon world, [but] if the physics was
really off it was strange...and made it so [they] were not
as invested in what’s going on in the world”
One exemplar of this instance, was in month 6, when one user
stated how:
“immersion-breaking [it was] to pick up a bucket with
an object in it, only to watch that object clip through the
bottom of the container and fall to the floor”

Locomotion’s Effect on Immersion Discussion

From early on, most users typically agreed that:

At this point, users demanded more from developers in regards
to proper in-game affordance implementation, wanting more
simplicity in some aspects (e.g. discerning which “buttons
you cannot press” or what “small objects that you cannot lift”),
and more complexity in others (e.g. wanting the game to not
simply “ready an arrow in my hands, [but instead] make me
draw it from a quiver.”) In month 9 developers were warranted
to “avoid including extremely extraneous or tedious actions for
the sake of realism” because while “interactivity is important,
it’s not how much you have, so much as how you go about it.”
Meaning that while users did care about some elements of the
visuals, they were much more focused on the implementation
rather than visual style. This was noted when users felt that
in some games “there was zero immersion because of how
bad the scale was” and how seeing “the jagged edges” or
“the horrible aliasing” in others broke their immersion. By
month 12, most users had become fully accustomed to using
motion control affordances in their games and had come to
expect it. For most, a game having “no motion controls was
a deal breaker...This kills the immersion” and that for some a
game “COULD have been a blast, if they just added motion
controller support.” At this point, users had now become much
more assertive in their understanding of what they wanted to
see in their games, constantly hinting to developers in the
forums that “room scale is extremely immersive, as long as
everything is within reach,” and to make sure that certain
in-game components “translated well into VR.” They also
mentioned that when developing to consider how:
“locomotion is a crucial aspect of the gaming experience...[and that] having the ‘wrong’ kind for you can kill
immersion or make you sick”
Users Can Hurt their own Immersion: Not all discussion of
impedance is on the burden of the developer. A common theme
among users, especially early in the Vive’s release, was how
users would oftentimes be the cause of their own impedance.
The most common being when users were “experiencing some
major tracking issues” and “it turned out the room setup was
the problem.” There were also many recorded HMD-related
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“teleportation does not aid in immersion, it’s not a realistic or natural form of movement, but due to the current
limitations in VR, it’s detriment to immersion is offset by
its ability to keep you from hurling your guts out”
Some users still refused to “support teleport-only games,”
while other users agreed that “if teleporting was really that
central to your game design... [you should just] force everyone
to teleport.” This lasted until month 9, when the incorporation
of trackpad locomotion (also known as smooth locomotion,
where users navigated through virtual worlds as you would
in a traditional console game via a trackpad or thumbstick) in
games had become more prominent in discussion. This had
little impact on the community however, as users thought that
“magically sliding around a world with a trackpad was still no
less immersive than pointing and teleporting.” But at this point
most users had compromised, agreeing that “forcing either
type of locomotion...is bad for everyone” and that “it’s nice to
have both options available,” so “offering both options is the
best way to go.” As a result, much of the earlier locomotive
debates died down extensively by month 12 and many users
agreed that “the answer is [for developers] to support multiple
types of locomotion in a game.” One user even stated that:
“at least 3 movement options should be available in my
opinion...[and developers should] let the player choose
what they are most comfortable with”
During months 15 and 18, we noticed that users had become
more aggressive in their demands for more immersive locomotion techniques from developers. Many highlighted how teleportation was “rather immersion breaking,” and how trackpad
locomotion “gave some people simulator sickness.” Although
by this point “most games seemed to provide options, which
is definitely the best way to go,” even if discussion over preferences still remained a somewhat “polarizing issue.” At the
2 year mark, two new community driven techniques had just
arrived, Natural locomotion, and Freedom Locomotion. Natural locomotion was met with mixed response, where some felt
it “made the immersion experience so much better...somehow
just swinging my arms to move around gave me a sense of
real physical movement.” Others believed that “arm walking
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felt very unnatural” and it “did not seem like it provided me
enough control compared to a joystick for movement.” But
because Natural Locomotion was a plug-in, many users could
seamlessly add it into their games, even combining it with
other locomotive techniques to get the most out of each, which
helped to increase its acceptance as a viable addition. Freedom
Locomotion, on the other hand, was very popular amongst
users because it “felt real and natural and was more diverse
in all the motions it integrated.” But, due to it needing to be
directly incorporated into games by developers, its overall use
and incorporation suffered as a result.
Motion Sickness

We identified 3 subtopics within the ‘motion sickness’ keyword search: General Advice highlighted the best communally agreed practices to avoid, treat, and overcome sickness;
Causes of Sickness focused on debates regarding the impact
that gaming elements had on creating sickness and limiting experiences; and, finally, Understanding Sickness went through
the development of the community’s theoretical understanding
of simulator sickness over time and how it related to individuals.

chances of experiencing “motion sickness...[that] was completely [their] fault.” But over the course of the next 6 months,
users discussed more active approaches to breaking past simulator sickness, such as “slowly acclimating by exposing yourself to it a bit at a time.” To reduce sickness when using
certain locomotion techniques, many users advised "freezing
your body” in place or “squinting your eyes during the sliding
movements” and other visually intense events. Others advised
more general advice such as “activating the comfort options”
and “FOV reduction” in game settings, “knowing your personal limits,” and “taking breaks periodically.” By now, the
use of ginger and Dramamine had now become widely received in the community as “over the counter medications for
motion sickness.” For the remainder of the sample, veteran
users now understood that “different types of locomotion have
their own difficulty and require their own adjustment period”
and continued to guide new users and beginners accordingly.
Many advised them to avoid starting with more complicated
locomotive techniques such as smooth locomotion, and to begin with games that use teleportation locomotion, as it has
now been generally agreed by the community to be the softest
and least sickness inducing of the techniques.

General Advice Discussion

Upon release, when inquiring about sickness, a large amount
of comments regarding safety advice for combating motion
sickness formed immediately as many users remained ignorant
to proper hardware setup such as running suitable GPUs, using
the correct USB ports, and proper room setup. This often
lead to many “creating issues for [themselves]...so much it
was causing [them] to be motion sick.” Users were often
advised by each other to first look for hardware issues because
“maintaining a highly responsive VR system reduced motion
sickness.” This included “checking to see if you’re dropping
frames,” “being sure your PC can always output 90 FPS,” and
that if “you start seeing it glitch out [to] either close your
eyes and let it adjust or take the headset off.” At the earliest
signs of sickness symptoms, users recommended each other to
“hit the pause button and exit the game immediately.” Many
experienced users often advised new users to:

Causes of Sickness Discussion

“stick mainly to games that utilized room-scale or teleportation, and avoid ones with standard FPS [also known
as smooth] locomotion as it feels very unnatural, which
[they] believe is the origin of the nausea”
To negate negative effects, medical remedies were also recommended, including taking Dramamine and eating different
variations of ginger, which were seen as helpful combatants
to motion sickness. In months 3 and 6, focus shifted more
to preventing simulator sickness before and while inside the
environment, rather than just reacting to it. This encompassed
a variety of topics including keeping yourself cool during the
experience, mentally preparing before entering for the environment, keeping your center of gravity, and “tweaking your
IPD and making sure the headset is not loosely fitted to your
face.” Users were also instructed to “deal with any reflections
on the lighthouses that [could be] causing any stuttering or
juddery-ness.” Although, some users would often still “mess
with settings,” creating an environment that intensified the
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Upon release, users began to feel the symptoms of simulator
sickness while playing their games, and immediately debated
on what could be causing it. Users debated whether certain ingame mechanics were the main culprit for inducing sickness,
such as developers “moving the player’s point of view without
them moving their head,” “having locked points of references,”
and how “there weren’t many feedback or visual cues to let
you know what is happening” in certain games. Others referenced how some users may simply just be inducing their own
sickness, as result of improper setup, technical issues, and
general irresponsibility. By month 3, users had “experimented
and made locomotion method[s]” of their own in order to
curb simulator sickness symptoms e.g. (“a semi-teleportation
method. You pick where you want to go but instead of it
being instant it moves you in a path to that spot”). At this
point there was also a growing understanding that some users
just possessed a natural ability to handle artificial locomotive
methods better than others. Many agreed that “the teleportation mechanic is great for people prone to nausea, [but still]
wished more developers would give players different options.”
However, others still concerned with the safety of the overall
community rebelled, stating that since “[teleportation] helps
people who suffer from motion sickness” and “you don’t want
to risk someone feeling slightly uncomfortable,” that all games
should just use teleportation as a means of travel. This continued until month 6, where many games had only one means
of locomotion, limiting access from those uncomfortable with
certain techniques. Unsatisfied, the sentiment continued to
grow where many believed that:
“there shouldn’t be some games where touchpad users
feel they aren’t getting the best experience they could,
and motion sickness prone users feel as though they just
have to put up with artificial locomotion”
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More continued to urge developers to “just give us both options so everyone will be happy” because “people are different.”
By months 12 and 15, users had discovered “options for movement [they] hadn’t found before” and “more than half the
people that get motion sickness often, [were finding] options
that reduced it considerably,” many “overcoming their locomotion sickness by having shorter play sessions.” Starting at
month 18, more forms of locomotion were being added to commercial games, although some users were still uncomfortable
with these forms and were still unable to experience certain
games. As a result, users continued to offer suggestions to
developers on how to improve and expand the current locomotive techniques to support a broader audience and persistently
requested for multiple in-game locomotive options for users
to choose from. By month 21, most users realized “just how
varied people’s triggers for VR sickness are” and were willing
to sacrifice immersion for more stability and control in games
to avoid symptoms. In the meantime, users continued to aggressively seek and craft new locomotion techniques, but now
understood that not all techniques will tailor to the majority.
Understanding Sickness Discussion

In month 0, users debated the difference between the terms
‘motion sickness’ and ‘VR sickness’ (simulator sickness) and
why they are both being used regularly to describe similar
symptoms. Many “consider them to be two different things”
that “work with different triggers,” where:
“VR sickness isn’t related to regular motion sickness...one is feeling like you’re moving but not seeing
movement, the other is the opposite”
By month 3, additional sickness-related terms had begun to
surface and vetted users continued to explain the differences
and similarities. Additionally, three distinct groupings had
formed based on how strongly users were generally affected
by simulator sickness. The sentiment being that “some get
sick, some don’t, and some adapt,” where some users have a
very high natural resistance, others a low resistance, and the
remainder possess a moderate resistance with the ability to
increase their resistance over time. This increased resistance
was known by the community as obtaining one’s ‘VR Legs,’
which was described as being “like sealegs, but for VR.” The
idea being that:

of the vestibular system[6, 19], were widely discussed among
the forums. But because researchers were still unable to agree
on any single major explanation, the classification of the 3
groupings of user resistance became widely accepted. As
a direct result, the community safely concluded what was
believed in the beginning, in that “some people get it, and
some don’t, it’s as simple as that.” Discussion regarding this
topic then sharply declined until months 21 and 24, where new
users would come in occasionally to ask questions regarding
these issues and would be met with the knowledge previously
mentioned.
DISCUSSION
Users’ Transition from Novice to Expert

Throughout all posts in both forums, we identified a major
shift in how users’ addressed both their enjoyment and their
concerns. In the early months users discussed a variety of
topics, detailing situations they stumbled across while experiencing VR in the Vive for the first time. Users often sought
out for advice and guidance from one another regarding issues
they had come across regarding both hardware or software.
And although many would actively voice their opinions leading to a rich amount of discussion and debate, there were still
many who would cloud discussion with crude jokes and irrelevant opinions. But within a year’s time, most discussions
had matured in their language and conversation. Soon many
users that were not providing valid input in the topics being
discussed were becoming identified and ignored by the community. More active users continued to discuss VR vocabulary
and theories, as well as create their own. Eventually topics
began to narrow and were becoming more strictly monitored
by those within the community. Communal understanding and
practices had began to form and many had become veterans
both within the forums, as well as in their matured understanding of VR. By the end of our sample, users were now
actively addressing developers and demanding changes rather
than passively hoping for them. Users had shifted from being
merely consumers of VR, to creators and analyzers, in both
hardware and software. We also began to notice a more active
role of developers reaching back within the forums to get more
feedback from the community.
User’s Influence over Game Design

Throughout the months, we saw that sentiment and discussion
regarding game design and implementation changed over time
between both forum searches. Initially, users were excited
about all the new games and demos they were exposed to.
But as time went on, many became familiar with the various
gaming mechanics and their effects on the user experience
in regards to both immersion and sickness. As more users
continued to share their experiences with one another, certain
patterns and techniques soon arose. While users enjoyed their
provided graphics and interactions, they eventually began to
critique them. Many highlighted ways to improve them by
making sure developers knew what they enjoyed, as well as
what made them sick. By the halfway mark, user focus shifted
from gaming visuals to interaction techniques. We believe this
was due to the initial ‘awe’ of VR visuals wearing off, where
users were now more concerned with how they could make

“practice makes perfect, and VR can take some getting
used to. Some have it easier, some have it a bit more
difficult, but if you power through you should be able to
get your VR legs after a while”
With the understanding that this did not hold true for everyone
because “some people [will still] get motion sickness, no
matter how much they ‘train’ themselves.” As time progressed
some users began to theorize the underlying reasons of why
some people were more or less subject to ‘VR sickness,’ such
as if “previous experience in gaming” or if playing any specific
gaming genres may have had any influence. But generally
most were waiting to see “if research could actually start
narrowing down WHY some people can get vr legs and some
can’t.” Many researched studies, practices, and theories that
were known concerning ‘VR sickness’, such as the importance
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their experiences feel more personal. This included providing
a more diverse amount of locomotion techniques as well as
more social implementations, both with other players as well
as AI characters. Many soon began creating and sharing their
own content regarding these things, as they often felt large
scale industry was not keeping up with their demands. By
the end, users had become critics and reviewers of immersion
rather than consumers of it, using it as a metric to weigh and
rate games they played. In regards to motion sickness, the
focus of game design by now was based entirely on having a
diverse amount of locomotive techniques in games.
Evolution of Locomotion

Over the span of the 24 month period, user consensus over
locomotion evolved constantly.
During the earliest months, most games used the same limited
set of locomotion options: teleportation, smooth locomotion,
and real-world walking (within a limited space), with teleportation being the most common method. User discussion
around these options quickly focused on how they affected two
factors: immersion/presence and simulator sickness. While
no consensus was reached, the most common opinion in this
period was that while teleportation produced low levels of
immersion, it was still the best method as it was safe and did
not produce much simulator sickness.
But as time passed, users became increasingly anxious, pushing developers to create more locomotive techniques centered
around more fluid and natural interactions. Within a year after release, many users took the initiative upon themselves
and developed techniques to increase the pool of locomotive
techniques.
Eventually many discussions regarding exemplar locomotive
techniques had ceased, as more users agreed that every user
is unique and there is no one-locomotive-fits-all model for
gaming. The conversation instead had now shifted to if the
locomotive technique being applied was appropriate to each
game’s overall style. This change marked a new transition
where users were then taking a more active role in conversations concerning future game development, often demanding
that developers consider implementing a diverse amount of
in-game locomotive options. Over the remaining months, this
sentiment became a standard metric and a major factor of discussion among users regarding whether or not certain games
should be purchased.
Limitations

A limitation with this research is that we only used three keywords when searching for relevant posts: immersion, presence,
and simulator sickness. We chose to limit our search to these
three terms after a long period of observing the forum wherein
we noted that the majority of posts relevant to these topics
contained these keywords. While these terms may not have
captured all relevant posts, they were in common use by the
community and were present in most discussions we observed.
CONCLUSION

Consumers in VR matured in both their attitudes and their
expectations regarding immersion and simulator sickness. Af-
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ter initial user disappointments wore off, many were able to
focus on the more positive aspects of VR. Users moved from
passively accepting shortcomings provided to them to actively
fixing them, or demanding that they be fixed. At first, hardware played a major role in immersion and simulator sickness
discussion, but over time, hardware concerns were either addressed or noted as non-essential. From here, software became
the major focus of these discussions for consumer VR users.
Consideration of a variety of locomotive techniques when
designing applications is recommended when creating new
games. Developers also are encouraged to continuously seek
out the latest information regarding safe and intuitive game
design, both professionally and communally. Game design is
a crucial factor which, if not implemented effectively, could
risk many users to become sick. Likewise, game reviews
from influential people can sometimes be the defining factor
of its acceptance or rejection, so following good interaction
technique implementation is also recommended. Therefore,
developers are recommended to actively seek user feedback
while in the process of creating applications for VR consumers
to make sure they are in line with these sentiments. Users of
VR are becoming increasingly active in the general community,
both as consumers and creators, and are demanding more from
both researchers and developers, in both speed and accuracy.
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